The spinal control of locomotion and step-to-step variability in left-right symmetry from slow to moderate speeds
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Dambreville C, Labarre A, Thibaudier Y, Hurteau M, Frigon A. The spinal control of locomotion and step-to-step variability in left-right symmetry from slow to moderate speeds. J Neurophysiol 114: 1119–1128, 2015. First published June 18, 2015; doi:10.1152/jn.00419.2015.—When speed changes during locomotion, both temporal and spatial parameters of the pattern must adjust. Moreover, at slow speeds the step-to-step pattern becomes increasingly variable. The objectives of the present study were to assess if the spinal locomotor network adjusts both temporal and spatial parameters from slow to moderate stepping speeds and to determine if it contributes to step-to-step variability in left-right symmetry observed at slow speeds. To determine the role of the spinal locomotor network, the spinal cord of 6 adult cats was transected (spinalized) at low thoracic levels and the cats were trained to recover hindlimb locomotion. Cats were implanted with electrodes to chronically record electromyography (EMG) in several hindlimb muscles. Experiments began once a stable hindlimb locomotor pattern emerged. During experiments, EMG and bilateral video recordings were made during treadmill locomotion from 0.1 to 0.4 m/s in 0.05 m/s increments. Cycle and stance durations significantly decreased with increasing speed, whereas swing duration remained unaffected. Extensor burst duration significantly decreased with increasing speed, whereas sartorius burst duration remained unchanged. Stride length, step length, and the relative distance of the paw at stance offset significantly increased with increasing speed, whereas the relative distance at stance onset and both the temporal and spatial phasing between hindlimbs were unaffected. Both temporal and spatial step-to-step left-right asymmetry decreased with increasing speed. Therefore, the spinal cord is capable of adjusting both temporal and spatial parameters during treadmill locomotion, and it is responsible, at least in part, for the step-to-step variability in left-right symmetry observed at slow speeds.
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THE ABILITY TO MODULATE LOCOMOTOR speed is essential for adapting to environmental demands and for goal-oriented behaviors. Under normal circumstances, the locomotor pattern and its adjustment to speed are the result of dynamic sensorimotor interactions between supraspinal inputs, intrinsic spinal mechanisms, and sensory feedback from the periphery (Rossignol et al. 2006). It is well established that the basic pattern of locomotion is produced by a specialized network within the spinal cord, the so-called locomotor central pattern generator (CPG) (reviewed in Frigon 2012; Kiehn 2011; McCrea and Rybak 2008). The presence of a spinal locomotor CPG working in concert with sensory feedback from the periphery allows recovery of hindlimb locomotion following complete spinal transection either spontaneously or with training in many mammalian species, such as mice (Leblond et al. 2003), rats (Slawinska et al. 2012), cats (Barbeau and Rossignol 1987; Lovely et al. 1986), and dogs (Naito et al. 1990). Spinal cord-transected (spinalized) animal models are powerful tools to assess spinal mechanisms of locomotor control and examine how sensory feedback interacts with spinal circuits during real stepping movements.

It is well known that the hindlimb locomotor pattern of chronic spinalized cats can adjust to changes in treadmill speed (Barbeau and Rossignol 1987; de Guzman et al. 1991; Forsberg et al. 1980a, 1980b; Frigon et al. 2013; Lovely et al. 1986, 1990; Smith et al. 1982), indicating that the spinal locomotor CPGs can process sensory feedback from the moving limbs to adjust their output. As speed increases, cycle and stance phase durations are reduced while the swing phase remains relatively invariant in intact and chronic spinalized cats (Gossard et al. 2011). Although temporal and related electromyographic adjustments of the hindlimb locomotor pattern have been well described in chronic spinalized cats, changes in spatial parameters with speed have been largely unexplored. It is possible that spatial adjustments to speed, such as increases in stride length and step length with increasing speed, observed in intact quadrupeds (Afelt et al. 1983; Blaszczyzk and Dobrzecka 1989; Frigon et al. 2014; Thibaudier and Frigon 2014) are mainly controlled at a spinal level. The placement of the paw at contact, an important event in the cycle that ensures a stable base of support (Halbertsma 1983; Kishiko et al. 2014), could also be controlled primarily at a spinal level.

Understanding the control of locomotion at slow speeds is of prime importance because walking speed can be severely reduced in several pathological states (Pepin et al. 2003; Schniepp et al. 2012; Wuehr et al. 2014), as well as in normal aging (Himann et al. 1988), thus limiting the range of possible locomotor speeds. Slow walking speeds have been associated with increased gait variability, reduced stability, and increased risk of falling (Espy et al. 2010; Schniepp et al. 2012; Wuehr et al. 2014). The mechanisms leading to increased gait variability at slow walking speeds are poorly understood because healthy animals, including humans, do not voluntarily step at slow speeds under normal circumstances (Den Otter et al. 2004). One way to circumvent this limitation and to specifically address the contribution of spinal mechanisms in producing gait variability is to study locomotion at slow speeds in a chronic spinalized model.
During terrestrial quadrupedal locomotion, walking and trotting forms of gait, generally found at speeds <1.0 m/s in cats, are characterized by an out-of-phase alternation between homologous limbs (English and Lennard 1982; Frigon et al. 2014; Hildebrand 1976). For the hindlimbs, contact of the left hindlimb occurs at half of the cycle measured from successive right hindlimb contacts. Thus perfect left-right symmetry is defined as a value of 0.5 in temporal phasing between homologous limb contacts. Moreover, in such gaits, stance and swing durations as well as support periods are approximately equal on the left and right sides (Frigon et al. 2014). However, during split-belt locomotion with one side stepping faster than the other (D’Angelo et al. 2014; Frigon et al. 2013) or during normal locomotion following a spinal lesion that primarily damages one side of the spinal cord (Frigon et al. 2009; Martinez et al. 2013), left-right asymmetries in the pattern can occur. For instance, during split-belt locomotion, the stance phase is longer on the slow side while the swing phase is longer on the fast side (Dietz et al. 1994; Frigon et al. 2013). It is possible that left-right asymmetries increase with slower speeds, leading to a more variable gait pattern.

Therefore, the objective of the present study was to assess the temporal and spatial control of hindlimb locomotion from slow (0.1 m/s) to moderate (0.4 m/s) treadmill speeds in chronic spinalized adult cats. We hypothesized that both temporal and spatial adjustments in the locomotor pattern with speed are primarily determined at a spinal level. We also hypothesized that temporal and spatial gait variability increases at slow speeds in chronic spinalized adult cats, indicating that it is generated, at least in part, at the level of the spinal cord.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical Approval

Experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the Université de Sherbrooke in accordance with policies and directives of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Six adult cats (2 males, 4 females) weighing between 3.0 and 4.5 kg were used for the current data set. As part of our effort to maximize the scientific output of each animal, all cats were used in other studies to provide answers to other scientific questions (D’Angelo et al. 2014; Frigon et al. 2013, 2014, 2015; Hurteau et al. 2015).

Surgical Procedures

General. The implantation and spinal transection (spinalization) surgeries were performed on separate days under aseptic conditions in an operating room with sterilized equipment. Before surgery, cats were sedated with an intramuscular (im) injection of butorphanol (0.4 mg/kg), acepromazine (0.1 mg/kg), and glycopyrrolate (0.01 mg/kg). Induction was done with ketamine-diazepam (0.11 ml/kg im, 1:1 ratio). The cat was then anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5–3%) via a face mask for a minimum of 5 min and then intubated with a flexible endotracheal tube. Isoflurane concentration was confirmed and adjusted throughout the surgery by monitoring cardiac and respiratory rates, applying pressure to the paw to detect limb withdrawal, and assessing muscle tone. Body temperature was monitored with a rectal thermometer and kept between 35° and 37°C using a water-filled heating pad placed under the animal and an infrared lamp positioned ~50 cm above the cat. In cats PB and BL, the implantation surgery was performed before spinalization, whereas in cats BC, SC, PZ, and FX, implantation was performed after cats had recovered hindlimb locomotion following spinalization. During surgery, an antibiotic (Convenia; 0.1 ml/kg) was injected subcutaneously. To provide analgesia, a transdermal fentanyl patch (25 µg/h) was taped to the back of the animal 2–3 cm rostral to the base of the tail, and another analgesic (buprenorphine; 0.01 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously during surgery and ~7 h after. Following surgery, cats were placed in an incubator and closely monitored until consciousness was regained. At the end of the experiments, a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium was injected in the left or right cephalic vein.

Spinal transection. The spinal cord was completely transected at low thoracic levels. A small laminectomy was performed between the 12th and 13th thoracic vertebrae. After the spinal cord was exposed, lidocaine (Xylocaine; 2%) was topically applied and injected intraspinally. The spinal cord was then transected with surgical scissors. After spinal transection, the two cut ends of the spinal cord retracted, producing a gap >0.5 cm. The gap was then cleaned, and any residual bleeding was completely stopped with cotton tip applicators. The completeness of the section was inspected visually and verified by moving a small metal spatula within the gap. Hemostatic material (Spongostan) was then inserted within the gap, and muscles and skin were sewn back to close the opening in anatomic layers. Following spinalization, the bladder was manually expressed one or two times each day, and the hindlimbs were frequently cleaned by placing the lower half of the body in a warm soapy bath.

Implantation. Cats were implanted with electrodes to chronically record muscle activity (electromyography, EMG). Pairs of Teflon-insulated multistrain fine wires (AS633; Conner Wire, Chatsworth, CA) were directed subcutaneously from a head-mounted 34-pin connector (Omnetics Connector, Minneapolis, MN) and sewn into the belly of selected hindlimb muscles for bipolar recordings. During surgery, electrode placement was verified by electrically stimulating each muscle through the appropriate head connector channel.

Locomotor Training

One week after spinalization, cats began a training regimen consisting of five sessions per week (20–30 min per session) to recover involuntary hindlimb locomotion. Early after spinalization, two experimenters moved the hindlimbs to reproduce a locomotor pattern with similar joint kinematics and paw contacts while the forelimbs were positioned on a fixed platform located ~1 cm above the belt. Weight support and equilibrium were provided by an experimenter gently holding the base of the tail. A Plexiglas separator placed between the hindlimbs prevented them from impeding each other. After a few days, the skin of the perineal region was stimulated to evoke stepping movements. Experimenter-assisted weight support was gradually reduced as extensor tonus recovered. Recording sessions started once the animals attained a stable plateau in their locomotor performance, characterized by full weight bearing and consistent plantar foot placement. Training was continued three to five times per week to maintain a stable level of locomotor performance.

Experimental Protocol

Experiments were performed 88 to 562 days (mean 243.3 ± 193.4 days) after spinalization. All experiments were performed on an animal treadmill with two independently controlled running surfaces 120 cm long and 30 cm wide (Bertec, Columbus, OH). Cats performed tied-belt locomotion (equal speed for left and right belts) from 0.1 to 0.4 m/s in 0.05 m/s increments. A speed of 0.1 m/s was used as the slowest speed because it was determined from pilot studies that it was the slowest speed where the pattern still resembled a stepping behavior with proper out-of-phase alternation between the left and right hindlimbs, as opposed to a series of postural corrections. A speed of 0.4 m/s was chosen as the fastest speed because it falls within the range of preferred treadmill speeds for intact cats (discussed in Frigon 2011). All cats could perform hindlimb stepping up to 1.0 m/s, which was the maximal speed tested (data not shown in this study). During
an episode, the treadmill belt attained the desired speed with an acceleration of 0.1 m/s². Recordings began once the treadmill belt reached the desired speed and the hindlimbs performed a minimum of five consistent consecutive steps. The treadmill belt was stopped after 15–20 consistent cycles were obtained. Approximately 15–30 s of rest were given between episodes. Trials were repeated, if necessary, until 15–20 stable consecutive cycles were obtained at each speed. During experiments, hindlimb locomotion was performed without perineal stimulation, and weight support was not provided, although an experimenter gently held the tail to provide lateral equilibrium.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Videos of the left and right sides were captured with two cameras (Basler acA640-100 gm) at 60 frames/s with a spatial resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. A custom-made LabVIEW program acquired images and synchronized the cameras with the EMG. Videos were analyzed off-line at 60 frames/s using custom-made software. A reflective marker was placed on the iliac crest as an indicator of hip position.

Kinematic parameters. Figure 1 shows the temporal (A) and spatial (B) parameters that were measured from kinematic events. Stance onset and offset were determined from paw contact and the most caudal displacement of the toe, respectively, for the left (LH) and right hindlimbs (RH) by visual inspection. Cycle duration was measured from successive paw contacts, whereas stance duration corresponded to the interval of time from stance onset to offset. Swing duration was measured as cycle duration minus stance duration. Cycle, stance, and swing durations were measured for LH and RH. Double support periods were measured from RH stance onset to LH stance offset (DS1) and from LH stance onset to RH stance offset (DS2). The temporal phase interval (φt) was measured by dividing the interval of time between RH and LH stance offsets by RH cycle duration.

The horizontal distance between the toe and hip marker at stance onset and offset was measured bilaterally. Stride length was measured as the distance between stance onset and offset of a given limb added to the distance traveled by the treadmill during the swing phase, which was calculated by multiplying swing duration by treadmill speed (Courtine et al. 2005; Thibaudier and Frigon 2014). Step length was measured as the distance between the leading and trailing limbs at stance onset of the leading limb (Hoogkamer et al. 2014). LH step length is defined as the distance between LH at contact and RH while RH step length is the distance between RH at contact and LH. The gap interval (φs), the spatial analog of the phase interval, was measured by dividing RH step length by RH stride length (Abourachid et al. 2007; Thibaudier and Frigon 2014). Stride lengths and step lengths were measured bilaterally. Each temporal and spatial parameter was measured from 10–15 cycles and averaged for an episode.

To assess left-right symmetry, an asymmetry index (ASI) was calculated for stance duration, swing duration, double support periods, stride length, step length, distance at stance onset, and distance at stance offset using the following formula (adapted from Martinez et al. 2013):

\[
\text{ASI} = \left| \frac{\text{left value} - \text{right value}}{\text{left value} - \text{right value}} \right|
\]

To determine whether the temporal and spatial control of left-right coordination remains symmetric on a step-to-step basis, we measured the phase (PCI) and gap (GCI) coordination indexes (Thibaudier and Frigon 2014). Perfect left-right symmetry is defined as a value of 0.5 for φt (contact of LH occurs halfway between 2 successive RH contacts) and φs (step length is half of stride length). For PCI (Plotnik et al. 2007), we first measured the mean value of the absolute difference in φ for each cycle from 0.5, denoted as

\[
\phi_T \_\text{ABS} = \left| \phi_T - 0.5 \right|
\]

where \(\phi_T\) is the temporal phase interval of the \(i\)th cycle. This value was then divided by 0.5 and multiplied by 100, and the result was denoted as P\(\phi_T\)_ABS. The coefficient of variation of the mean of \(\phi_T\) multiplied by 100 was then calculated, denoted as \(\phi_T \_\text{CV}\). PCI is equal to the sum of P\(\phi_T\)_ABS + \(\phi_T \_\text{CV}\).

For GCI (Thibaudier and Frigon 2014), we first measured the mean value of the absolute difference in φs for each cycle from 0.5, denoted as

\[
\phi_S \_\text{ABS} = \left| \phi_S - 0.5 \right|
\]

where \(\phi_S\) is the gap interval of the \(i\)th step. This value was then divided by 0.5 and multiplied by 100, and the result was denoted as P\(\phi_S\)_ABS. The coefficient of variation of the mean of \(\phi_S\) multiplied by 100 was then calculated, denoted as \(\phi_S \_\text{CV}\). GCI is equal to the sum of P\(\phi_S\)_ABS + \(\phi_S \_\text{CV}\).

Electromyography. EMG was preamplified (×10; custom-made system), bandpass filtered (30-1,000 Hz), and amplified (×100-5,000) using a 16-channel amplifier (model 3500; AM Systems, Sequim, WA).
WL), EMG data were digitized (2,000 Hz) with a National Instruments card (NI 6032E), acquired with custom-made acquisition software, and stored on a computer. The current EMG data set was obtained from the right anterior sartorius (Srt; hip flexor/knee extensor) and the right lateral gastrocnemius (LG; ankle plantar flexor/knee flexor). Burst onsets and offsets were determined by visual inspection by the same experimenter (Dambreville) from the raw EMG waveforms using a custom-made program. Burst duration was measured from onset to offset.

Statistical Analysis

One- or two-factor repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY) to determine the effect of speed and/or side on the various parameters. Group data shown in graphs are means ± SD. Significance level was set at \( P < 0.05 \).

RESULTS

Following spinal transection, all cats recovered full weight-bearing hindlimb locomotion with 6–10 wk of treadmill training. The following sections describe spatiotemporal and EMG adjustments during hindlimb locomotion in chronic spinalized adult cats from slow (0.1 m/s) to moderate (0.4 m/s) stepping speeds.

Temporal Adjustments as a Function of Speed

Figure 2 shows the hindlimb locomotor pattern at three speeds in one chronic spinalized adult cat. As expected, extensor burst and stance phase durations decreased with increasing treadmill speed whereas Srt burst and swing phase durations were relatively unchanged. Double support periods were longer at slower speeds with a noticeable left-right asymmetry. For instance, at 0.1 m/s, the period of double support from RH contact to LH liftoff (DS1) was longer than from LH contact to RH liftoff (DS2) (Fig. 2A). This was due to differences in stance phase durations between LH and RH.

Figure 3, A and B, shows cycle and phase durations measured from LH and RH contacts and liftoffs across speeds for the group. Cycle and stance durations significantly decreased (\( P < 0.001 \)), whereas swing duration was unaffected (\( P = 0.70 \)). There was no effect of side (LH vs. RH) on cycle (\( P = 0.89 \)), stance (\( P = 0.80 \)), and swing (\( P = 0.42 \)) durations. The two periods of double support significantly decreased with increasing speed (\( P < 0.01 \); Fig. 3C), with no difference between the two periods (\( P = 0.42 \)). The reduction in double support periods with increasing speed was due to a relatively earlier swing onset (\( P < 0.05 \)), because there was no change in stance onset with increasing speed (\( P = 0.52 \); shown for LH in Fig. 3D). The normalized stance onset, which is equal to the temporal phase interval between hindlimb contacts, was maintained around 0.5 across speeds, indicating a strict out-of-phase temporal alternation.

The LG (extensor muscle) burst duration significantly decreased with increasing speed (\( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 4A), whereas Srt (flexor muscle) burst duration was not affected (\( P = 0.31 \)). To determine if burst durations in extensor and flexor muscles displayed a pattern of change similar to that of stance and swing phases, respectively, we plotted EMG burst durations as a function of kinematic phase durations and measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient (\( r \)). There was a strong significant relationship between extensor burst and stance duration and a moderately strong significant relationship between flexor burst and swing duration (Fig. 4B).

Spatial Adjustments as a Function of Speed

Stride length (\( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 5A) and step length (\( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 5B) significantly increased from slow to moderate stepping speeds in LH and RH, with no significant difference between sides (\( P > 0.05 \)). The gap interval, the spatial analog to the temporal phase interval between hindlimb contacts (see Fig. 3D), was not affected by increasing speed (\( P = 0.61 \); Fig. 5C), indicating a strict out-of-phase spatial alternation. The distance at liftoff (negative values) between the toe and the hip significantly increased with increasing speed (\( P < 0.001 \)), whereas the distance at contact (positive values) was not affected (\( P > 0.70 \)) for both LH (Fig. 6A) and RH (Fig. 6B), with no difference between sides for distance at liftoff (\( P = 10.22 \times 3.36 \) on September 30, 2017 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from
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and contact \((P = 0.95)\). In other words, the relative position of the paw was more caudal at liftoff with increasing speed, whereas placement of the paw at contact was consistently made at the same relative place.

**Left-Right Symmetry as a Function of Speed**

For all temporal and spatial parameters there were no significant differences between LH and RH, indicating that there is no bias for left or right dominance at the level of the spinal locomotor networks across cats. However, this does not indicate that there is no left-right asymmetry at the individual level, because some cats might have longer temporal and spatial parameters on the left or right side. To answer this question, an asymmetry index (ASI; see MATERIALS AND METHODS) was measured for several parameters across speeds. Across parameters, speed did not significantly affect ASIs \((P = 0.30; \text{Fig. 7, } A–G)\). However, the ASI for some parameters was significantly different from that of others \((P = 0.01)\). As such, data across speeds were pooled for each parameter, and significant differences were assessed with pairwise comparisons (Fig. 7H).

**Fig. 3. Temporal parameters during hindlimb locomotion across speeds for the group.** Cycle and phase durations are shown for LH (A) and RH (B). C: DS1 and DS2 across speeds. D: stance onset and offset of LH normalized to RH cycle duration. At each speed, 10–15 cycles were averaged for each cat. Individual cat averages were then averaged for the group \((n = 6)\). Each data point or bar indicates mean ± SD. *\(P < 0.05\); **\(P < 0.01\); ***\(P < 0.001\) indicate significant effect of speed (repeated-measures ANOVA); ns, not significant.

**Fig. 4. Extensor and flexor burst durations across speeds for the group.** A: burst durations for RLG and RSrt across speeds. At each speed, 10–15 cycles were averaged for each cat. Individual cat averages were then averaged for the group \((n = 6)\). Each data point indicates mean ± SD. B: burst durations for RLG and RSrt plotted as a function of right stance phase and right swing phase durations, respectively. Pearson’s correlation coefficient \((r)\) was measured; asterisks indicate a significant correlation.
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Parameters were arranged from smallest (stance duration) to largest ASI (double support period). The ASIs for step length and double support period were significantly greater than for stance duration, stride length, distance at contact, and swing duration. Thus the highest ASIs were found for interlimb parameters.

The Step-to-Step Spinal Control of Left-Right Symmetry as a Function of Speed

To assess if the step-to-step temporal and spatial control of left-right symmetry was influenced by speed, the phase (PCI) and gap (GCI) coordination indexes were measured (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). Low values of PCI and GCI indicate small variations in temporal and spatial phasing symmetry, respectively, on a step-to-step basis. The PCI ($P < 0.01$; Fig. 8A) and GCI ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 8B) significantly decreased with increasing speed. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in PCI and GCI between the two slowest speeds (0.1 and 0.15 m/s) and faster speeds. Therefore, the slowest locomotor speeds show a more variable regulation of temporal and spatial left-right coordination. Whereas PCI continued to decrease up to 0.4 m/s (Fig. 8A), GCI flattened out at 0.2 or 0.25 m/s (Fig. 8B).

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to characterize both temporal and spatial adjustments in the hindlimb locomotor pattern from slow to moderate stepping speeds in a chronic spinalized animal model. Consistent with our hypotheses, we showed that the hindlimb locomotor pattern of chronic spinalized adult cats (1) concomitantly adjusts both temporal and spatial kinematic parameters from slow to moderate stepping speeds and (2) displays increased step-to-step temporal and spatial variability in left-right symmetry at slow speeds.

Spinal Control of Temporal and Spatial Adjustments with Speed

As stated in the Introduction, studies investigating hindlimb locomotor control in chronic spinalized animals across speeds have mainly described temporal, electromyographic, and joint angle changes at a few speeds (Barbeau and Rossignol 1987; de Guzman et al. 1991; Forssberg et al. 1980a, 1980b; Frigon et al. 2013; Lovely et al. 1986, 1990; Smith et al. 1982). Here we showed kinematic spatial adjustments during hindlimb locomotion in chronic spinalized adult cats that closely resembled those found in intact animals, indicating that the spinal cord plays a major role in controlling these parameters. For
instance, animals, including humans, adjust to an increase in speed over a certain range by increasing step frequency (or reducing cycle duration), stride length, and step length (Blaszczyk and Dobrzecka 1989). Increases in stride length and step length observed with increasing treadmill speed in chronic spinalized adult cats (Fig. 5) were strikingly similar to those found in intact quadrupeds (Blaszczyk and Dobrzecka 1989; Thibaudier and Frigon 2014).

We also found that double support periods at the slowest speeds were markedly longer than at faster speeds (Fig. 3). Prolonged double support periods at slow speeds were proposed as a compensatory mechanism to improve dynamic stability (Wuehr et al. 2014). Here we show that the increase in double support periods at slower speeds is a consequence of proportionally longer stance durations bilaterally coupled to swing phase durations on the left and right sides that remain relatively invariant as a function of speed (see Fig. 3). Thus the increase in double support periods with a reduction in speed is a built-in property of the spinal control system, possibly to ensure greater stability at slower speeds.

The temporal (Fig. 3D) and spatial (Fig. 5C) phasing between hindlimbs was not affected by speed and was maintained at around 0.5, as shown previously in intact cats and dogs during symmetric gaits, such as walking and trotting (Afelt et
Fig. 8. Step-to-step temporal and spatial phasing across speeds for the group. For each cat, the phase (A) and gap coordination indexes (B) were measured and then averaged for the group (n = 6) at each speed. Each data point indicates mean ± SD. *P < 0.05 indicates a significant difference between speeds (pairwise comparisons).

al. 1983; Blaszczyk and Dobrzechka 1989; Frigon et al. 2014). In other words, the time between contacts of the two hindlimbs is approximately half of the cycle, whereas the step length is approximately half the stride length. Thus the ability to maintain an out-of-phase temporal and spatial alternation between the left and right hindlimbs is mediated at the level of the spinal cord, most likely by using sensory cues from the periphery. A precise spatiotemporal control of left-right coordination is critical to maintain dynamic stability.

The position of the paw at contact is arguably the most important event in the step cycle because it is critical to maintain dynamic stability (Halbertsma 1983; Klishko et al. 2014). Here we show that placement of the hind paw relative to the hip at contact in chronic spinalized adult cats is invariant across speeds for both the left and right sides (Fig. 6). As others have proposed (Hollands and Marple-Horvat 1996; Klishko et al. 2014; Patla and Vickers 2003) and based on our results, it is likely that paw placement at contact is planned before swing onset. Initial position of the paw at swing onset does not appear to be a factor in determining paw placement at contact because the transition from stance to swing occurred with the paw positioned more caudally with increasing speed (Fig. 6). Despite a more caudal position at swing onset, the paw was consistently placed at the same relative position at contact. We propose that foot placement is planned at the spinal level and is independent of initial position at swing onset, although it can certainly be modified by supraspinal inputs and sensory feedback from the periphery during the swing phase to adjust to environmental constraints.

The results of the present study indicate that the spinal cord has the ability to control both temporal and spatial kinematic aspects of locomotion when adjusting to changes in speed. Poppele and Bosco (2003) argued that the spinal cord has much of the required circuitry to produce the desired kinematic outcome. For instance, spinalized frogs and turtles can perform a site-appropriate movement to remove an irritant from the surface of the body, an action that requires transformation of sensory information into appropriate spatial coordinates before activation of motor pools (Gisztier et al. 1989; Morin and Stein 1989). The fact that adjustments in stride length and step length as a function of speed, as well as consistent placement of the hind paw at contact, are largely determined at a spinal level via interactions with sensory feedback from the periphery greatly simplifies the control required from supraspinal structures.

Possible Mechanisms Mediating Step-to-Step Variability at Slow to Moderate Locomotor Speeds

Previous studies have shown that step-to-step variability is increased at slow speeds during human walking (Schniepp et al. 2012; Wuehr et al. 2014). Here we show that the increased step-to-step variability with slower speeds is also present in chronic spinalized adult cats, indicating that it is generated, at least in part, at the spinal cord level, either via intrinsic spinal mechanisms or by interactions with peripheral sensory inputs. During spontaneous fictive locomotion in decerebrate chronic spinalized cats, where supraspinal inputs and phasic sensory feedback from the periphery are absent, cycle and burst durations can considerably vary from one cycle to the next, indicating that rhythm-generating mechanisms within the spinal locomotor CPGs have an important intrinsic variability (Frigon and Gossard 2009, 2010). The cycle-to-cycle variability is also higher at slower frequencies (Frigon and Gossard 2009). Thus greater gait variability at slower stepping speeds could in large part be due to the intrinsic variability within the left and right spinal locomotor CPGs, particularly when the rhythm-generating networks oscillate at slow frequencies.

Step-to-step variability increases, particularly at slow speeds, when visual feedback is removed in healthy subjects (Wuehr et al. 2013) and in pathologies that disrupt supraspinal inputs (Brandt et al. 1999; Schniepp et al. 2012) or sensory feedback (Wuehr et al. 2014). In a similar vein, enhancing sensory feedback from the foot reduces gait variability in elderly subjects (Lipsitz et al. 2015). We propose that under normal circumstances, supraspinal inputs and peripheral sensory feedback help reduce the intrinsic variability of spinal locomotor CPGs. As such, in cases where supraspinal or sensory inputs are diminished, it is better to walk at faster speeds to reduce the intrinsic variability of spinal locomotor CPGs. Increased sensory feedback from peripheral mechanoreceptors with speed (Den Otter et al. 2004) due to increased force generation, loading, and muscle stretch might help reduce the intrinsic variability of spinal locomotor CPGs, thus reducing step-to-step variability.
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With the advent of genetic manipulations, studies have begun to elucidate the spinal neuronal circuitry involved in controlling the frequency of locomotor-like rhythmic bursts in terrestrial mammals, primarily by using in vitro neonatal mouse preparations (Crone et al. 2009; Gosgnach et al. 2006; Talpalar and Kiehn 2010; Talpalar et al. 2013). An emerging consensus is that the spinal mechanisms at slow frequencies are different from those at higher ones (Shevtsova et al. 2015; Talpalar et al. 2013). Although we can only speculate, it is also possible that an increase in speed activates neuronal mechanisms that help reduce step-to-step variability.

Left-Right Symmetry

Previous studies showed that adjustments to split-belt locomotion were similar if it was the left or right side that was stepping faster (D’Angelo et al. 2014; Zijlstra and Dietz 1995). In the present study, there was no difference in any parameter between the left and right sides with a change in speed, indicating that there is no overall group bias for left or right dominance at the level of spinal locomotor CPGs. However, an asymmetry might have been present at a given speed at the individual level where some cats could have adopted a bias for left or right dominance. Thus we measured the absolute difference between the left and the right sides for several parameters across speeds (Fig. 7). Left-right symmetry was not affected by speed. Interestingly, some parameters displayed more left-right asymmetry than others. Stance duration, swing duration, and stride length had a low ASI, undoubtedly because these parameters are largely determined by belt speed. The distance of the foot at contact also had a low ASI, probably because it is so tightly regulated across speeds. On the other hand, interlimb parameters, such as double support periods and step length had a significantly higher ASI. This could be due to asymmetric influences from peripheral sensory feedback onto the left and right spinal locomotor CPGs. Slight postural shifts can produce asymmetric sensory feedback (e.g., more loading on one side) that could alter interactions between the left and right sides, thus increasing left-right asymmetry for interlimb parameters but not for intralimb parameters that are largely driven by belt speed.

Concluding Remarks

The present study showed that the spinal cord can adjust both temporal and spatial parameters to accommodate a change in locomotor speed due to sensory cues from the periphery. Some parameters, such as the temporal and spatial phasing between hindlimbs as well as the distance of the paw at contact in the sagittal plane, were invariant to changes in speed. The ability of the spinal cord using sensory cues from the periphery in controlling both temporal and spatial gait parameters undoubtedly simplifies the role of supraspinal structures in adapting to speed. The marked increase in step-to-step variability in left-right symmetry at slower speeds in chronic spinalized cats indicates that it is mediated at the level of the spinal cord, either by intrinsic spinal mechanisms or by interactions between peripheral sensory feedback and spinal circuits. Increased step-to-step variability observed in various pathophysiological states at slower speeds might be due to insufficient or altered inputs from other sources (e.g., supraspinal, peripheral) that normally stabilize the intrinsic variability of spinal locomotor CPGs when they oscillate at slow frequencies. A better understanding of the spinal mechanisms that give rise to this variability could lead to better strategies to maximize stability, particularly at slow walking speeds.
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